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                    Scientific Revolutionaries 
 

Copernicus, Newton, Darwin and Einstein all discovered in their 

unique way—scientific truths that have uplifted humankind.  Each 

man became the voice and conscience of his age and a part of all 

other ages henceforth. 
 

When Copernicus proved the celestial revolutions of the planets— 

the mind of man was unleashed.  When Newton was pondering 

upon the apple falling from the tree and creating Calculus—he  

stabilized the foundations of classical science.  Once again, 

mankind benefits and grows.  Then Darwin comes along and  

further unchains the mind of man by giving us a Theory of  

Evolution and Natural Selection, which prompted further  

explorations of scientific possibilities.  Then along comes Einstein 

and we get a whole new conception of the Universe—everything is 

relative—from the raw facts of time and space, to gravitation and 

the speed of light! 

                           Expanding Universe 

 
         From the Big Bang of Creation  

  the Universe grows and grows 

        Science brings the empirical evidence 

      still, Providence only knows 

 

“Man is the sun; his senses the planets.” 

 

                                       —Novalis 

                        What We Don’t Know 

 
From the stone age through the industrial age onto the currents of 

the high-tech age—this global society has evolved to what is now 

a rapid pace.  Despite the accomplishments from the conflicts of 

religion, science, politics and wars, there is still so much more we 

don’t know.  What about space and creation, the earth and seas, 

and most especially, the self, the soul that is you? 

                The Metaphysical Mystic 
 

 From the outer edge of spiritual darkness 

      the continuity of light resides . . .  

  a gravitational abyss 

       relativity blessed— 

      a knowingness not guessed! 

 

 The evolving binary mobius strip 

       delivering endless mental trips . . . 

 the paradox of deviations grips! 

   

                           
             

 

  Connect      
 

Emerson spoke of an “ocean of universal mind” and 

Edison believed all thought was rooted from one source.   

Each of us are inlets to this infinite intelligence.  The 

“Connection” is there to be made.          

                      The Individual Relation 
 

We all have a relationship to certain spots on this earth.  Places 

where we live, sleep, eat and breathe, worklife and school too.  

The one commonality all humans share—The Earth.  We each 

have an individual relation. 

        

                      A brief word from the Author: 

 

“We each have the ability to transcend our own self-imposed  

limits.  There is infiniteness in who you are; what you are; 

where you are.  See it and seek it.  Know your own worth and 

unfold with energized genuine enthusiasm each day!” 

        Emanating Interconnectiveness 

 
 A meditative connection 

 contemplative reflection 

 Your inner “I” 

     focusing on your 

  outward “you” 

 The self you know and see 

      in the skin you wear 

 The days unfold 

      time elapses 

 The spirit housed in form 

  unfolds; 

 The self & soul you own— 

      an emanating interconnectiveness explored! 


